
What better way to enjoy camp memories  
than with a Stuffed Mementos pillow!

How it works  

1.  Choose a camp t-shirt 

2.  Get signatures and drawings while  
you’re wearing it or passing it around  

3.  You can even include a memento  
to put inside your t-shirt

4.  Your Stuffed Mementos pillow comes 
with a pocket for your favorite photo. 
Choose the orientation of your photo 
pocket and we’ll do the rest

5.  Mail to us 
We do our magic and ship the t-shirt 
back to you as a Stuffed Mementos 
pillow you’ll enjoy for years to come!

(see requirements)

RequiReMentS
Crew neck t-shirt only — no tank tops; shirts must have sleeves
Quality of t-shirt: no holes, rips, tears  

Size ReStRictionS  
No oversized t-shirts — we will only stuff xl or smaller 

HeLPFuL Hint
Permanent or fabric markers work best 
Be aware any signatures within two inches of t-shirt  
openings may be lost (due to seam allowance)

PHoto Pocket
Clear photo pocket sewn on your t-shirt 
You may choose to leave space blank for a 4x6 photo 
Once photo is put in pocket, signatures behind it will not be seen
When ordering please note that photo pocket orientation will be  
horizontal unless specified as vertical

MeMento
Add something special into your Stuffed Mementos pillow,  
turning the pillow into a time capsule
Once inserted, the item will not be accessible
Please submit item in a sealed zip lock bag
We reserve the right to decline anything we deem unsuitable

cARe
Machine wash/dry or spot clean
Inserted item has to be “washable” or pillow must be spot cleaned 

FiLLing
100% poly-fill 

MAde in tHe uSA

Ordering information available online

Visit our website to see a Stuffed Mementos pillow at  
www.stuffedmementos.com

Email us: info@stuffedmementos.com

www.stuffedmementos.com  info@stuffedmementos.com  1-201-262-0090 www.stuffedmementos.com  info@stuffedmementos.com  1-201-262-0090

We change your ordinary camp t-shirt into  
lasting memories! Instead of signing yearbooks,  

have friends, counselors or anyone sign your t-shirt.  
Then we create a Stuffed Mementos pillow.  

Keep it on your bed or take it anywhere you want.  
You will have a memory of a fun and exciting summer!

keep this card for a 10% discount online order 
enter code: SM0113




